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ABSTRACT

The introduction of silanes to improve processability and properties of silica-reinforced rubber compounds is critical to the successful commercial use of silica as a filler in tires and other applications. The use of silanes to promote polymer–filler interactions is expected to limit the development of a percolated filler network and may also affect the mobility of polymer chains near the particles. Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) was reinforced with silica particles at a filler volume fraction of 0.19, and various levels of filler–filler shielding agent (n-octyltriethoxysilane) and polymer–filler coupling agent (3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane) were incorporated. Both types of silane inhibited the filler flocculation process during annealing the uncured rubber materials, thus reducing the magnitude of the Payne effect. In contrast to the significant reinforcement effects noted in the strain-dependent shear modulus, the bulk modulus from hydrostatic compression was largely unaltered by the silanes. Addition of polymer–filler linkages using the coupling agent yielded bound rubber values up to 71%; however, this bound rubber exhibited glass transition behavior which was similar to the bulk SBR response, as determined by calorimetry and viscoelastic testing. Modifying the polymer–filler interface had a strong effect on the nature of the filler network, but it had very little influence on the segmental dynamics of polymer chains proximate to filler particles. [doi:10.5254/1.3601885]

INTRODUCTION

Adding small fillers to elastomers in tire tread compounds can provide improvements in many performance properties.1 However, these particles can aggregate within the polymer to form filler networks which undergo hysteretic break-up at small strains (Payne effect),2–6 thus leading to undesirable reductions in the fuel economy of tires. In the case of silica as a reinforcing filler, silanes can be incorporated into rubber formulations to lessen the filler–filler contacts and reduce the loss tangent (tanδ = G″/G′) in the final vulcanizate.7–10 Silanes can also improve the processability of silica-filled rubber in the uncured state.11, 12

Much of the filler network develops post-mixing when the rubber is annealed at elevated temperatures (e.g., during the early part of the cure process before the polymer network is established). Böhmann and Nguyen13 were the first to highlight this feature, and more details about this flocculation phenomenon were revealed in later papers.8,9,14,15 In particular, introducing various silanes, which modify the surface of the silica for better compatibility with the polymer or create chemical links between the polymer backbone and the silica particles, can greatly suppress the filler flocculation process.8,9

The nature of the polymer–silica interface, as altered by silanes, may also influence the molecular mobility of the polymer chains near the filler. The effects of nanoconfinement, free surfaces, and interaction with particles on the glass transition of polymers have been reviewed in recent years with no general consensus revealed.16–18 There are observations that the segmental relaxation (α-relaxation) and glass transition temperature (Tg) are not significantly affected by the presence of filler, despite significant levels of “bound” polymer from chemically modified polymer–filler interfaces and from well dispersed particles with high surface area.19–24 On the other hand, there are other reports which show that the filler can have a significant influence on
the glass transition dynamics. In particular, the research of Tsagaropoulos and Eisenberg is often cited as support for the existence of severely retarded segmental motion of the polymer near the surfaces of small particles (glassy polymer shell). They observed a second tan δ peak in viscoelastic data for various nanofilled uncrosslinked polymers which was 60–100 °C above the main viscoelastic glass transition of the polymer, and this was attributed to the T_g of the polymer layer surrounding the particles. However, it was previously suggested and later conclusively demonstrated that the high temperature viscoelastic response was a flow-related phenomenon rather than the glass transition of a mobility-restricted polymer shell. Numerous studies have employed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation experiments to evaluate the effect of filler particles on polymer dynamics, and the results of this research are summarized elsewhere. Some of these NMR investigations reported retarded local relaxation of the polymer near the filler. It is possible that these conclusions may be the product of ambiguous data fitting rather than reflecting real modification of polymer dynamics due to the filler. It is evident that further research in this area is necessary to clarify the situation.

In this investigation, the influence of silanes on the filler network formation process and the glass transition behavior of silica-filled styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) is examined. Filler reinforcement in hydrostatic compression deformation in comparison to oscillatory shear is also studied for these materials. The use of n-octyltriethoxysilane (OTES) is used to reduce the polarity of the silica surfaces in order to lessen filler agglomeration and to encourage better compatibilization of polymer and filler. Chemical bonds between SBR and silica surfaces are introduced using 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) to further promote polymer–filler versus filler–filler interactions. The importance of these interfacial modifications is considered for the nanometer-scale local segmental dynamics of polymer chains near filler as well as larger scale filler network and reinforcement features of the silica-filled rubber compounds.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The polymer used was a styrene-butadiene statistical copolymer (SBR) with M_w = 261 kg/mol, M_w/M_n = 2.3, and 23.8 wt. % styrene. The 1,4-cis/1,4-trans/1,2-vinyl microstructure for the anionic polymerization of the butadiene is 35%/52%/13% for this solution (lithium) SBR. The glass transition temperature is –66 °C and the polymer Mooney viscosity (ML_1+4; 100 °C) is 55 for this SBR. The silica filler was HiSil 190 from PPG Industries, Inc. which has a specific surface area of ~200 m^2/g, and this particular grade of silica was extensively characterized by Schaefer et al. Simple compounds containing SBR (100 phr), silica (50 phr), antioxidant (1 phr), and silane (various concentrations) were formed using a Brabender internal mixer (60 cc capacity) using a mixing speed of 50 rpm and an initial temperature of 110 °C. The term phr represents parts per hundred rubber in weight. After 4 min of mixing, the silane (OTES or MPTMS) was added, if present in the formulation. The total mixing time was 7 min, and the drop temperature was ~160 °C. Curatives were not added to the compounds. In selected cases, the rubber compounds were annealed for 15 min at 170 °C to provide the thermal history of a typical cure cycle.

For quantifying filler flocculation (Payne effect) and measuring viscosity, viscoelastic measurements were conducted in oscillatory shear mode using an Alpha Technologies RPA 2000 rheometer which has a serrated biconical testing geometry. A strain sweep was performed at 0.1 Hz and 60 °C from 0.3% to 100% strain in logarithmic increments for the as-mixed compounds, and an identical test was run on compounds which were previously annealed for 15 min at 170 °C in the rheometer. A TA Instruments ARES (with dual 200 and 2000 g-cm force rebalance transducers) was used to make oscillatory shear measurements as a function of temperature to evaluate the effect of filler and silanes on the viscoelastic glass transition.
This testing employed a strain amplitude (\(\gamma\)) of 0.25%, a frequency of 10 Hz, and a torsion rectangular sample geometry. The temperature was incrementally changed and equilibrated at each temperature before viscoelastic testing unlike the more usual nonisothermal temperature ramp experiment. The glass transition behavior of the materials was also investigated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a TA Instruments Q2000 by heating from –120°C to 20°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min.

Bound rubber was determined as the percentage of polymer which could not be extracted from an uncured compound after immersion in toluene solvent for 3 days at 23°C. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on cryogenically microtomed sections of the uncured rubber compounds using a Philips CM12 instrument. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed using Agilent 5500 AFM in acoustic ac mode. Nanosensor Super Sharp Silicon™ tips with resonant frequency of 170 kHz and nominal tip radius of curvature of 2 nm were used. Measurements were performed using an oscillation amplitude that was around 65–75% of free amplitude, and the typical scan rate was 1 line/s. The sample surfaces for AFM were prepared by cryomicrotome, yielding average surface roughness below 100 nm for the uncured rubbers.

In order to assess the bulk (hydrostatic) modulus and the thermal expansion coefficient, a Gnomix instrument was employed for pressure–volume–temperature testing. This apparatus uses a pressurizable dilatometer wherein the sample is surrounded by mercury in flexible bellows. Volume changes were determined for temperatures ranging from 20 to 100°C at pressures from 0 to 200 MPa. The density of each sample was evaluated at ambient T and P using the buoyancy method to allow the measured volume changes to be converted to values of specific volume (V). Before PVT testing, the uncrosslinked rubber samples were first annealed for 15 min at 170°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of silanes on the viscoelastic properties, glass transition behavior, and pressure–volume–temperature response of silica-filled SBR was studied at a constant silica volume fraction (\(\phi\)) of 0.19. The structures of the two silanes which were used in the rubber compounds are illustrated in Figure 1. Reaction of silica with OTES during mixing coats the particles with C8 alkyl chains; this reduces the interparticle attractive forces and makes the silica surfaces more compatible with the polymer to encourage interactions between the polymer and the filler. Use of MPTMS produces similar results with the additional feature that this coupling agent has a
mercaptan (–S–H) functional group which reacts with the double bonds on the polymer during high temperature mixing to form covalent bonds between polymer chains and the silica particles. Given the relative molecular weights of the two silanes, 5 phr of OTES is equivalent to 3.6 phr of MPTMS in terms of silane functionality.

The evidence of silane modification can be clearly noted from bound rubber and dynamic viscosity ($\eta^*$) data in Figure 2. Use of 5 phr OTES greatly improved the processability (reduced viscosity) of the filled SBR by shielding filler–filler interactions without significantly affecting the amount of bound polymer. Incorporation of 3.6 phr MPTMS coupling agent leads to very high values of bound rubber (67–71%) with a comparable viscosity to the SBR/silica material due to the countervailing effects of reducing filler agglomeration and creating polymer–filler bonds. Lower concentrations of MPTMS can reduce the viscosity compared to the unmodified silica-filled SBR. The trends in Mooney viscosity data at 130 °C (not presented here) were similar to the 60 °C dynamic viscosity results (Figure 2).

A schematic of reinforcement features in filled elastomers is shown in Figure 3. Particles can provide hydrodynamic reinforcement to liquids and polymers, and this can be predicted by tools
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**FIG. 2.** — Dynamic viscosity vs bound rubber for the silica-filled SBR compounds.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**FIG. 3.** — Illustration of reinforcement effects in particle-filled elastomers.
such as the Guth-Gold expression,\textsuperscript{44,45} which is based on the Einstein viscosity equation with a term added to enable applicability to higher filler loadings:

\[ \frac{\eta}{\eta_0} = \frac{G}{G_0} = 1 + 2.5\phi + 14.1\phi^2. \]

In the above, the zero subscripts denote the values of viscosity ($\eta$) and shear modulus ($G$) for the unfilled polymer. Additional reinforcement from the bound/occluded rubber can arise if this material is shielded from stresses during flow and acts to increase the effective filler concentration.\textsuperscript{46} At filler concentrations above the filler network percolation threshold, there is considerable reinforcement above the hydrodynamic contribution due to the presence of a jammed filler network. However, this modulus enhancement is extremely sensitive to strain, and this network breakdown due to application of small strains is generally called the Payne effect\textsuperscript{2} or the Fletcher–Gent effect.\textsuperscript{47} It was recently revealed that the strain dependence noted in the unjamming process (Payne effect) of particle-filled rubber is strikingly similar to the influence of temperature on the glass transition of materials,\textsuperscript{4,48–51} because deformation can act as an effective temperature in jammed particle-filled materials and granular solids.\textsuperscript{48,49,52–55}

It was mentioned earlier that much of the filler network develops during the filler flocculation process which can occur upon heating the compounds.\textsuperscript{13} For most practical rubber compounds, the majority of the filler network is formed as the material is heated during vulcanization, with the filler flocculation proceeding early in the cure cycle before polymer network gelation occurs. In this work, the difference between the storage modulus ($G'$) at low (0.3%) and high (100%) strain amplitudes, $\Delta G'$, is used as an indicator of the strength of the filler network. Subtracting the $\Delta G'$ for as-mixed compounds from the $\Delta G'$ for the materials after heating for 15 min at 170 °C gives the $\delta \Delta G'$ which is a measure of the extent of filler flocculation which resulted from annealing the filled compounds.\textsuperscript{8} Examples of the strain dependence of $G'$ are presented in Figure 4 for as-mixed and annealed silica-filled SBR compounds (no curatives), and Table I summarizes the results for all of the samples. A large increase in the Payne effect was noted upon annealing the unmodified silica-filled SBR, and this silica flocculation was greatly suppressed by addition

![Figure 4](https://example.com/fig4.png)

**FIG. 4.** — Strain amplitude dependence of dynamic storage modulus (Payne effect). Results are shown for the as-mixed compounds and for the materials after annealing for 15 min at 170 °C to allow filler flocculation.
TABLE I
FILLER FLOCCULATION DATA FOR SBR COMPOUNDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silica amount (phr)</th>
<th>Filler volume fraction</th>
<th>Silane additive</th>
<th>Additive amount (phr)</th>
<th>( \Delta G' ) as-mixed (MPa)</th>
<th>( \Delta G' ) annealed (MPa)</th>
<th>( \delta \Delta G' ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>OTES 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>OTES 2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>OTES 5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>MPTMS 0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>MPTMS 1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>MPTMS 3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inhibiting filler flocculation and reducing the magnitude of the hysteretic Payne effect is one of the major advantages of using silanes in silica-filled rubber.

Viscoelastic behavior is extremely sensitive to the structure of the filler network in particle-reinforced polymers, and the strain-dependence of dynamic mechanical response after complex deformation histories can reveal details of the heterogeneity and kinetics of network break-up and recovery.\(^{48-50,56-60}\) When the particles are electrically conductive (e.g., carbon black), electrical resistance testing is another useful method to study the structure of the percolated filler network.\(^{61-64}\) With the exception of transmission electron microtomography,\(^{65,66}\) it is difficult to observe differences in the three-dimensional nature of jammed particle networks using microscopy. For example, the unmodified silica-filled SBR and the compound with 3.6 phr MPTMS added have very different extents of filler networking based on \( G' \) versus strain amplitude data (Figure 4), yet TEM images of these two distinct compounds are quite similar as demonstrated in Figure 6. Although AFM is also unable to clearly reveal differences in the filler networks for
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FIG. 5. — Extent of filler flocculation (\( \delta \Delta G' \)) vs silane content. The data for MPTMS are plotted vs the actual phr as well as a function of the adjusted phr to allow comparison with OTES on an equivalent silane functionality basis.
FIG. 6. — TEM results for the indicated samples in the as-mixed state and after annealing at 170 °C for 15 min.

the materials studied here, the attachment of polymer to filler is noted in the rubber response to the AFM tapping deformation. The addition of the polymer–filler coupling agent (MPTMS) produced AFM results with 73% of the material exhibiting hardness in the intermediate region from 10 to 20° phase difference in clear contrast to just 13% for the silica-filled SBR without silane (Figure 7).

FIG. 7. — AFM images of 1 μm × 1 μm area for SBR filled with silica at 0.19 filler volume fraction, both with and without MPTMS coupling agent. The micrographs were obtained in tapping mode and are phase contrast images, with harder regions appearing lighter. The phase contrast scale (0°–25°) which is shown applies to both micrographs. Samples were annealed for 15 min at 170 °C before analysis.
The pressure–volume–temperature (PVT) behavior of the SBR compounds was also investigated in order to measure the bulk modulus \( K \) and the thermal expansion coefficient \( \alpha \):

\[
K = -V \left( \frac{\partial P}{\partial V} \right)_T,
\]

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{V} \left( \frac{\partial V}{\partial T} \right)_P.
\]

As indicated in Table II, there was a modest increase in the bulk modulus and a small decrease in the thermal expansion coefficient for the samples containing silica relative to the unfilled SBR.

![Graph showing PVT response of SBR/silica/MPTMS (3.6 phr) compared to unfilled SBR.](image)

**Fig. 8.** — Pressure–volume–temperature response for SBR/silica/MPTMS (3.6 phr) with bound rubber = 71.2% compared to the behavior of unfilled SBR. The lines are fits to the Tait equation which is used to calculate \( K \) and \( \alpha \).
The addition of the silanes did not significantly affect either $K$ or $\alpha$. The bulk modulus and thermal expansion coefficient of silica are orders of magnitude greater and lower, respectively, than the values for the polymer,\textsuperscript{67, 68} so it is reasonable that the pressure- and temperature-induced volume changes reflect the response of the SBR only. Using only the polymer volume, the bulk modulus and thermal expansion values were essentially the same for the filled SBR compounds in comparison to the unfilled polymer (Table II). This is further emphasized in Figure 8 where the SBR/silica/MPTMS (3.6 phr) material displays nearly identical $PVT$ behavior to the neat polymer when only the polymer volume is accounted for in the filled compound. This supports the findings of a previous publication.\textsuperscript{69} It is certainly an underappreciated reality that, whereas the bound polymer and the presence of a flocculated/jammed filler network can enhance the modulus significantly beyond the hydrodynamic effect of particles, at least for shear and tensile modes of deformation. However, the same fillers do not reinforce the bulk modulus; the only effect of particles on the response to hydrostatic pressure is to lessen the concentration of deformable polymer. The much weaker particle reinforcement of $K$ compared to $G'$ for the silica-filled SBR compounds is highlighted in Figure 9.

There are different variables to control the reinforcement in filled polymers, such as the concentration and size (surface area) of the particles, and the nature of the polymer–filler interface. The presence of bound polymer and the formation of a flocculated/jammed filler network can enhance the modulus significantly beyond the hydrodynamic effect of particles, at least for shear and tensile modes of deformation. However, the same fillers do not reinforce the bulk modulus; the only effect of adding particle inclusions on the resistance to pressure is to decrease the amount of deformable polymer. For hydrostatic pressure there is no relative displacement between polymer chains and the particles which may explain the lack of filler reinforcement noted in volume deformation. It was suggested by Leaderman\textsuperscript{70} that intramolecular motions control the bulk modulus, while the shear modulus is governed by the intermolecular/intersegmental relaxations. Tabor\textsuperscript{71} also argued that the bulk modulus arises from van der Waals interactions, whereas the extension of a rubber is predominantly an entropic process. Our results for filled SBR emphasize the difference in the molecular origins for shear and hydrostatic deformation, evident in the very different effects of particle reinforcement.

![Graph](image-url)
TABLE III
BOUND RUBBER AND GLASS TRANSITION RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>As-mixed</th>
<th>After annealing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bound rubber</td>
<td>T_g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>(°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−65.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBR/silica</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>−66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBR/silica/OTES (5 phr)</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>−65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBR/silica/MPTMS (3.6 phr)</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>−66.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Based on polymer weight (not total weight).

In view of the controversial influence of filler particles on the glass transition which was summarized in the Introduction, the T_g behavior of the filled SBRs was studied to probe this further. The results from DSC, detailed in Table III and plotted in Figure 10, show that the glass transition of the SBR did not change for any of the silica-reinforced SBR compounds relative to the unfilled polymer. Even though use of MPTMS introduced direct chemical bonding of polymer to silica with consequently high levels of bound rubber up to 71%, the glass transition did not shift to higher temperatures, and the jump in heat capacity at T_g (ΔC_p) reflected the contribution of all of the polymer. To characterize the segmental relaxation process, the loss modulus (G''') versus the temperature peak is used rather than the tanδ peak because the latter occurs at higher temperatures and has shape and magnitude which are unduly affected by the rubbery modulus.21

The dynamic mechanical results presented in Figure 11 corroborate the lack of filler-induced T_g change noted by DSC. A review article in this area concludes that there are many such examples
of filled polymers with glass transitions and segmental dynamics which are not significantly affected by the presence of particles.\textsuperscript{17}

**CONCLUSIONS**

Silane chemistry is a powerful tool to limit the development of a filler network and reduce the magnitude of the related hysteretic Payne effect in rubber compounds filled with silica particles. The use of both a filler–filler shielding ingredient (OTES) and a polymer–filler coupling agent (MPTMS) in silica-filled SBR with $\phi = 0.19$ greatly suppressed the filler flocculation process. The chemical linking of polymer chains and silica particle surfaces by incorporation of MPTMS also produced very large bound rubber values up to 71\%, but this did not alter the glass transition behavior of the SBR. There was no evidence for reduced segmental mobility of the polymer near the filler for any of the materials studied herein, and this suggests that recent efforts\textsuperscript{72,73} to connect glassy shell concepts with the nonlinear viscoelastic response (Payne effect) may not be applicable to these commercially important filled polymers. It was additionally discovered that polymer–filler and filler–filler interactions play essentially no role in the reinforcement of bulk modulus from hydrostatic compression experiments unlike the large impact of these interactions on dynamic shear response.
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